February 27, 2009

To: Golden Hill Resident
From: 239‐Bart (2278)
Re: Emergency Water Shutoff, plus pre‐Spring Newsletter
Water leaks will destroy the building and life as we know it. Please seriously save the following
instruction. If for any reason the building water needs to be shut off because of an emergency
flooding or uncontrollable large leak, please:
Water Shut‐off: 906 21st Street
• Shut‐off valve location: in the basement, through the door to left of electric meters, and just to
the right. For emergency only a door key is hanging on the post underneath the bottom of the
stairs.
• Shut‐off instructions: This building has a ball valve, which is a straight handle that can only be
moved one way to shut off. The handle will be perpendicular to the water line when in the ‘off’
position. There is nothing to it, very easy.
Thank you for making our Golden Hill neighborhood so wonderful. Comments, criticisms are always
welcome, necessary. Two of the best resident suggestions that serve to improve our housing or our
Golden Hill community at large shall be awarded $75 each. Call or write yours!!
Massive current economic collapse in our lifetime provides a unique opportunity for introspection,
redirection. Enormous opportunity for change and growth cannot be understated. Instead of
Congress, bureaucrats and banks, we must depend on ourselves to make this a better world by
thinking outside of the box of fear, and delusion. We shall overcome.
Trouble connecting with FREE Wi‐Fi broadband internet?? Please call Drew (760‐204‐0004) of
SoCalFreeNet.org community relations for technical solutions. Note he’ll be gone the first week of
June for the 545‐mile AIDS/LifeCycle cycling event (SF to LA) and he welcomes any support, donations.
Resident $75 winner of our newsletter Arts contribution goes to Ms. Erika Tryon, vocalist and fashion
designer. Google SPICY TOAST to see her long line of wild and colorful, stunningly smart and wearable
fabric innovations. We congratulate her amazing contributions!
This next weekend Brahms Requiem shall be performed down the block by our San Diego Symphony.
Without any doubt, this shall absolutely be one of their most powerful concerts this year. We have
eleven FREE tickets to give away to the first few callers (limit 2/caller).
Question authority, be well, and stay in touch.

